Introduction
Electrospinning is rapidly becoming a common technique for the fabrication of non-woven fibrous structures for applications in tissue engineering, wound healing and filtration [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . This is due to the ability to electrospin fibres on both the nano-and micro-scale from synthetic and naturally occurring biocompatible polymers ( Figure  1 ). An electrospun fibre mesh offers many desirable properties such as a high surface area to volume ratio, potential for drug release including antimicrobials, controllable fibre diameters, high porosity and permeability. In addition, modern electrospinning techniques have emerged that ensure the fabrication technique is scalable and so economically viable for high volume manufacture.
Electrospinning is an area that has been subject to a vast amount of research due to the technique's facile nature and ability to rapidly develop polymer constructs of fibres with a diameter on the nanoscale. Recently there has been renewed interest in the technology due to increased demand from regenerative medicine. This is accompanied by improved fabrication capabilities and process optimisation through surface characterisation permitted by nanotechnology. Regenerative medicine is looking to exploit the advantages of electrospinning in the creation of 3-D scaffolds and dressing materials with improved delivery of biologically active materials including antibiotics to maintain environments with a low bacterial loading. Electrospinning as a technique was first documented by L. Rayleigh in 1878 [8] , with the first patents filed by J.F. Cooley [9] . Electrospinning uses a high voltage power supply to create a large potential difference between a grounded "collector" structure and a polymer solution or melt being delivered at a constant rate through an aperture, such as a blunt end needle (Figure 1a ). As the voltage is increased the like charges within the polymer fluid directly oppose surface tension, resulting in the normally spherical droplet at the aperture distending into a conical shape. This cone is referred to as the "Taylor" cone, after Sir Geoffrey Taylor who first mathematically modelled the phenomenon [10] [11] [12] . At a critical voltage the electrostatic attractive force between the solution and the collector causes a jet of polymer solution to be Abstract The growing use of electrospinning to fabricate nanofibrous structures for use in wound dressings, tissue engineering and filtration processes has increased the need for an understanding of the interactions between bacteria and nanostructures. The adhesion characteristics and colonisation of bacteria on these materials is still not completely understood but is essential to aid their future development. This review presents the state of current research on microbial attachment at materials with micro-and nano-structures and how this research has been developed and adapted to study the interactions of bacteria with nanofibres. The few studies to date are discussed with the view to identifying the future studies required to increase understanding and allow the technology and application of electrospun nanofibres to move forward. expelled from the cone tip towards the grounded collector surface. This jet then undergoes a whipping instability and dries in flight, depositing the nanofibres on the collector [2] . Modifications to the electrospinning process such as multi needle electrospinning [13] and free surface electrospinning [14, 15] have offered vastly increased production rates and opened up many further applications due to their scalability ( Figure 1b ).
Electrospun fibres have been thoroughly researched for tissue engineering applications. A tissue engineering scaffold needs to have a sufficient pore size and porosity to allow the proliferation of cells and a sufficient surface area to volume ratio to promote cell adhesion, growth migration and differentiation [16] . For this reason it is very important to understand the relationship between cells and nanofibrous structures. Although there has been a vast amount of research on the interactions between nanofibres and eukaryotic cells [17, 18] there has been very little research focussed on the interaction of micro-organisms with nanofibres [19] . An improved understanding of the fundamental processes involved in such interactions is essential to aid the further development of nanofibre mats for application in environments such as wound dressings, filtration and tissue engineering that can all be compromised by microbial colonisation. This short review will examine the current state of research based on bacterial-fibre interactions, identify shortfalls in our understanding and address why such knowledge is necessary to move the technology forward.
Application and Importance of Electrospun Nanofibrous Materials
The fabrication of nanofibres has been exploited in the manufacture of many materials for a wide range of industrial applications. However, it is in separation processes and the clinical sector that the interaction of microbial populations with nanofibres has arguably the greatest impact. In regenerative medicine a number of polymers have been used and include poly (lactic-co-glycolic) acid (PLGA) [20] , Polycaprolacetone (PCL) [21] , polyurethane (PU) [22] , Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) [23] and collagen [24] . Anselme discussed the importance of understanding the interaction between bacteria and nanostructures and identified this to be of key importance when developing tissue engineering scaffolds as cells have to compete with bacteria in many environments and structures must both promote cell adhesion while inhibiting bacterial cell adhesion [25] . This is a research intensive wish for many medical devices that are required to integrate into tissues by encouraging interaction with the human cells yet discouraging interaction with bacteria, which gain significant advantage at the surface of implants forming biofilms that evade treatment. Nanofibrous materials have gained favour with tissue engineers as they have a structure that is analogous to the extracellular matrix found in many tissues [5, 26, 27] . A scaffold that mimics the cellular niche and encourages cellular integration is optimum for tissue engineering. Nanofibres that have been functionalised to promote human cell adhesion are key materials and as identified by Anselme there is a caveat that the material should not encourage bacterial colonisation [25] . To attain this, nanofibres can also be functionalised with antimicrobials [28] . However, control may be achieved as a result of the morphology of nanofibrous materials. Eukaryotic cells are more deformable allowing them to have more interaction with nanostructures, as deformation on attachment and subsequent cell growth increases the surface area contact; they will contact a number of fibres in the material structure. In contrast bacteria are smaller and far more rigid structures, there will be far less deformation on contact and the interaction will be at a smaller number of fibres (This is further discussed in section 1.5).
In another aspect of regenerative medicine, wound healing, electrospinning is now an established technique for the production of wound dressings for the treatment of chronic wounds [6, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . Many modern wound dressings are no longer only a barrier to protect a wound from infection but they are also expected to enhance the healing of the wound [36] . To achieve this research has looked to electrospun materials to enable this multifunctionality. A wound dressing should be selected based on the type of wound and an ideal wound dressing should maintain a moist environment, remove exudates, prevent microbial infection and allow gaseous exchange [6] . Unlike acute wounds, chronic wounds can often take over 12 weeks to heal and it is not uncommon for these wounds to reoccur [37] . As such chronic wounds are a major burden on health services across the world with antimicrobial resistance resulting in longer treatment terms and increased infection rates. Immune response due to bacteria being present can delay healing due to tissue inflammation [36] . Infection can lead to the formation of a biofilm making treatment more difficult and further prolong healing. Normal dressings generally are not suitable for the treatment of chronic wounds, which has encouraged the development of bioactive dressings. These dressings provide a suitable environment to aid in the healing of the wound by altering the chemical environment [36] . For these applications fibrous materials are often desirable. Nanofibres as part of a dressing act as a physical barrier offering protection from bacteria migrating to the wound. This will reduce the bioburden and the likelihood of biofilm formation at the site of the wound. To this end, nanofibre wound dressings have been functionalised with antimicrobial agents including antibiotics, biocides and silver [36, 38, 39] . This not only further prevents passage of contaminating bacteria that colonise the external surface of the dressing, but in some cases the functionalised nanofibre dressing can also act as a reservoir that releases antimicrobials into the wound bed to control bacteria already present and reduce biofilm on patient tissues. To further develop the use of nanofibres for wound dressings a further understanding of the interactions between bacteria and nanofibres is required which will aid in producing wound dressings that are capable of inhibiting the adhesion of bacteria and decreasing colonisation.
Fibrous materials have been used extensively in the fabrication of synthetic membranes used in separation processes [40] . By controlling the fibre diameter different pore sizes can be obtained making them useful for many applications. Focusing on air filtration where removal of microorganisms is an important efficiency indicator, electrospun nanofibre mats can be used due to their small diameter fibres and small pore size allowing them to trap particles while allowing sufficient air flow. Filters have been electrospun from many synthetic and biopolymers such as nylon 6 for use as high efficiency air particulate (HEPA) filters and ultra-low particulate air (ULPA) filters [41] , polyethylene oxide (PEO) for use in composite filters for long range applications [42] , polyacrylonitrile (PAN) for nanoparticle filtration [43] and a composite of Polylactide/polyhydroxybutyrate (PLA/PHB) for aerosol particle filtration [44] . One major problem with the very small pore size of nanofibrous filters is their bacterial contamination leading to a short life span. Bacterial contamination can therefore become a problem with bacterial adhesion resulting in colonisation and biofilm formation. An understanding of bacterial interaction with nanofibres is therefore essential to progress the development of nanofibrous air filtration systems, to aid the design and optimisation of antimicrobial control strategies.
Interaction of Bacteria with Nanostructures
Adhesion of bacteria is one of the early stages of biofilm formation occurring after or alongside the laying down of a conditioning film depending on the environment of the surface. Biofilms are now widely regarded as the predominant mode of microbial life in both nature and disease due to their inherent resistance to antimicrobials and ability to adapt and 'protect' themselves from attack [45] [46] [47] [48] . How the cells initially interact in surface adhesion is therefore a very important factor when developing antimicrobial and antibiofilm surfaces for application in medicine and the process industries. In recent years there has been extensive research into the adhesion mechanisms of bacteria with more recent studies focussing on the interaction between bacteria and textured surfaces; surfaces that have controllable nanoscale morphology. The use of surfaces with micro and nanosurfaces, which have the potential to control bacterial adhesion and subsequent biofilm formation is another technique in the portfolio of methods available to control microbial attachment. The mode of action of such an approach is to reduce the area of surface interaction and the number of participating bonds, thus rendering the initial bacterial attachment more vulnerable to physical methods of disruption such as hydrodynamic shear [49] . Prevention of attachment through physical means compliments or removes the need for chemical methods.
Otto reviewed the biophysical approaches used to study the dynamic process of bacterial adhesion [50] . The researcher identified two major achievements in understanding the molecular mechanisms of bacterial adhesion; Genetic screens for adhesion-deficient mutants using microtiter dish assays [51] and the combination of confocal laser scanning microscopy and digital image analysis [52] . This helped in understanding the difference between biofilms and planktonic cells. Due to the limitations of these techniques novel non-invasive methods have been investigated enabling adhesion measurements at the single cell level [53, 54] . These methods can complement each other together with molecular biological techniques to increase our understanding of the molecular process behind adhesion and aid in developing methods to inhibit the adhesion of bacteria as an antimicrobial approach. These techniques have proven to be important to assessing the adhesion of microorganisms to nanostructures. In another important report in 2010 Anselme reviewed the interaction of cells and bacteria with surfaces structured at the nanoscale and they concluded that the way in which cells interact with a surface on the nanoscale is the same as at other scales [25] . However, patterning on the nanoscale is likely to have a significant impact with the organisation of attachment points playing an important role in bacterial cell response to topography. It is important that binding sites are available on the material surface for the bacteria to contact and achieve their initial attachment [55] Whitehead studied the retention of bacterial cells on substrates with micro-and sub-micrometre dimensions finding that a larger number of cells accumulated in structures with larger round surface features (1 and 2 µm diameter) when compared with smaller round surface features (0.2 and 0.5 µm diameter) [56] . They used irregularly spaced surface pits of regular features (0.2 and 0.5 µm) and regularly spaced pits with regular features (1 and 2 µm diameter). These substrates were subjected to retention assays. Staphylococcus aureus were retained in the highest numbers, particularly within the 0.5 µm pits. Pseudomonas aeruginosa were preferentially retained within the 1 µm surface features and Candida albicans blastospores were retained in 2 µm pits. Both S. aureus and P. aeruginosa were retained in the greatest number by the largest 2 µm surface feature. The number of retained C. albicans cells was found to be similar across all surfaces. In a similar study Edwards investigated the role of micro topographical surface features of sulphide minerals in localising and aligning bacterial adhesion [57] . They found that the depth of surface feature is less important than its cross-sectional shape. They concluded that the micro topography can significantly alter binding strength and is of particular importance when the size and shape of the topography is very similar to that of the bacterial cell. They also argued that any alteration of the surface topography by the metabolism of the bacteria is important as this could increase the likelihood of adhesion. In another key study the adhesion of P. fluorescens on nano/microengineered sufaces was studied by Diaz [58] . Gold substrates with different surface structures were prepared using physical vapour deposition (PVD) along with moulding and replication techniques. Substrates were immersed in an overnight culture of P. fluorescens. The bacteria formed well-defined clusters on the substrates of the study. On the randomly nanostructured surfaces bacterial clusters had a densely packed structure with a small number of isolated bacteria this was compared to bacterial clusters with an open structure and a larger number of isolated bacteria on the parallel trenches of another substrate showing the influence of the substrate nanostructure on bacterial colonisation (Figures 2 and 3) . Bacteria lay across the peaks of ripples on a third substrate as the width and depth of the features were significantly smaller than the cells. Chung studied the impact of an engineered surface micro/nano topography mimicking the structure of shark skin on the formation of S. aureus biofilms [59] . The substrate consisted of 2 µm wide rectangular ribs of lengths ranging from 4 to 16 µm. The ribs were arranged on PDMSe surfaces with a fixed spacing of 2 µm between features. It was found that micro colonies of bacteria formed on smooth surfaces on day 2 with only isolated cells between features on the textured surface. Biofilm formation started on smooth samples earlier, showing evidence of mature biofilm formation at day 14 with only a slight increase in cell clusters on textured surfaces with no evidence of biofilm formation. After 21 days biofilms colonised the Hochbaum studied the ordering of Gram positive and negative bacterial cells, at the single cell level, induced by nanometre-scale periodic surface features [60] . They showed that as the surface periodicity created confined spaces of dimensions approaching those of the size of bacterial cells the bacterial interactions changed significantly. They also demonstrated the ability to control cell adhesion by adjusting the nanoscale topological features of a substrate material. Bacterial strains of P. aeruginosa (strain PA14), Bacillus subtilus (strain 3610) and Escherichia coli (strain W3110) were all tested and shown to assemble in similar ways. This study was extended further by Epsein where nanoscale polymer posts were fabricated in epoxy and polyurethanes and seeded with a culture of P.aeruginosa (strain PA14) before incubation for various time periods [61] . The study not only assessed the effect of surface texture but also the stiffness of topological features. It was found that bacteria attach in different configurations. The bacteria tended to be aligned with the posts normal to the substrate when their pitch was small (900 nm). The bacteria aligned in the orthogonal direction with increasing pitch posts, lying in the plane of the substrate. The studies demonstrated the ability to drive bacterial assembly using a two dimensional gradient substrate. It also confirmed that decreasing post pitch drives the bacterial cells to align normal to the substrate which is related to the wall to wall gap rather than the post diameter or post pitch. As post pitch further decreases attachment is random and disordered. No orientation is observed when the pitch size results in spacing longer than the length of a bacterial cell. They also studied the effect of the effective stiffness of the topological features and found that biofilms cultured on 2 GPa and 500MPa nanoarrays were larger than on corresponding flat surfaces, however there was a decrease in biofilm formation with 20 MPa nanoarrays. It was concluded that this is most likely due an inhibitory effect caused by the low effective stiffness experienced by cells interacting with the nanoarrays. This study suggests a potential new strategy with nanoarrays mimicking extremely compliant flat surfaces offering promise for applications controlling biofilm accumulation. Xu also showed that an ordered nanoscale topography inhibits bacterial adhesion and subsequent biofilm formation by assessing the adhesion of staphylococci to submicron textured poly (urethane urea) films [62] . The patterns consisted of an ordered array of round pillars with a diameter of 400/500nm and separation distance of 400/500 nm. It was hypothesised that the submicron surface textures can reduce the adhesion of bacteria due to a decrease in surface area for contact with bacteria and this can subsequently inhibit biofilm formation. Bacterial adhesion was measured using a rotating disk system over a shear stress range of 0 -13.2 dyn cm -2 with textured samples and a control smooth sample before being stained and analysed using fluorescent microscopy. As the pillar separation distance is of sub-bacterial dimension the bacteria were restricted to only contacting the tops of the pillars. This reduced the interaction with the surface making them easier to be removed with a flow of fluid. A reduction in bacterial adhesion of up to 90% was demonstrated when compared to smooth surfaces. The patterned surfaces didn't show any signs of S. aureus biofilm formation until day 21 compared with day 7 with the smooth surfaces with a mean coverage of 7% compared with 54%.
The large amount of research examining the influence of different nanoscale topographies, and patterning of surface chemistries and mechanical properties, on microbial adhesion and biofilm formation has demonstrated the tremendous potential for the nanoscale control enabled by fibre fabrication technologies such as electrospinning. The laying down of fibres on a surface or the formation of fibre mats are efficient methods to create multifunctional surfaces which permit control of microbial attachment and the impact of biofilms.
Bacterial Interactions with Nanofibres
The advent of nanotechnology and improved fabrication techniques triggered extensive research on the control of microbial adhesion by nanostructured surfaces. However, conspicuous by its absence, is a research focus on microbial adhesion and subsequent biofilm formation at nanofibre structures, given their industrial and clinical importance. Indeed there are very few quantitative studies examining the adhesion of micro-organisms to nanofibre textured surfaces. As at any surface there are a number of mechanisms that govern the adhesion of bacteria to nanofibres. These can be physio-chemical or specific and are influenced by the surface chemistry and the morphology of the fibres and the fibre mat. Physio-chemical interactions will have contribution from electrostatic and van der Waals forces and hydrophobicity as described by DLVO and extended DLVO theories. Specific interactions involve macromolecules at the bacterial surfaces that bind to specific sites at host and material surfaces. Surface appendages such as slime layers, fimbriae and pili can also contribute to bacterial surface interactions. For a more detailed discussion on bacterial adhesion to surfaces and the influence of material see Ploux [63] and Ubbink and Schar-Zammaretti [64] . The area of contact between the interacting cell and the surface is an important determinant of the size of the interaction forces; the greater the area of contact the larger number of interacting surface groups or molecular structures contributing to the bacterial cell attachment. When considering adhesion at planar surfaces the surface roughness and the deformation of the cell boundaries on contact with the surface will influence the area of contact between the cell and the surface. At surfaces covered in nanofibres the actual surface area of contact may be significantly reduced due to the void areas between the fibres. However, as previously stated the interaction of bacteria with fibrous structures requires more research. Kargar investigated the interaction of P. aeruginosa with nanofibre-textured surfaces [65] . They used highly aligned polystyrene nanofibres of different diameters and varying gap size fabricated using a fibre extrusion technique. They selected 3 fibre diameters, one smaller than the diameter of the organism, one equal to the diameter of the organism and one greater in diameter to that of the organism. Similarly, the gap size between fibres was selected with a gap sizer smaller than, equal to and greater than that of the organism. Samples were submerged in a suspension of P. aeruginosa and SEM was used to image the samples. The images were analysed, using the total number of bacteria per fibre length to quantify the total adhesion density. To further analyse the state of adhesion bacteria were characterised according to their alignment with the fibres and spacing. They found that the total adhesion density increases both with fibre diameter and spacing distance. This study used aligned fibres to easier understand the interaction with the fibres themselves. The absence of a control sample with a smooth surface limits the findings to how the bacteria interact with the nanofibre textured surface with no comparison to smooth surfaces.
Abriago investigated the effect of fibre diameter on bacterial attachment, proliferation and growth at electrospun fibre constructs ( Figure 4) [66] . In their study varying concentrations of polystyrene (PS) in DMF were used to electrospin fibres of different diameter from 300nm to 3000nm. Electrospun meshes were then tested against E. coli, P. aeruginosa and S. aureus both in solution and on agar plates. Their work demonstrated that the fibre diameter influences bacterial proliferation. An average fibre diameter close to that of the bacteria offered the best support for bacterial adhesion and proliferation. Rod shaped cells tended to wrap themselves around fibres with a smaller diameter than their length limiting the ability of the cells to bridge gaps between fibres and form colonies ( Figure 5 ). Round cells tended to proliferate through nanofibrous substrates yet when the diameter was larger they were found to have adhered to the surface. Again, these findings were limited by the absence of a smooth control samples. In a further study Abriago investigated the bacterial response to different surface chemistries of electrospun nanofibres [67] . Polystyrene (PS) nanofibres were electrospun and plasma coated with a number of different monomers including allylamine (ppAAm), acrylic acid (ppAAc), 1,7-octadiene (ppOct) and 1,8-cineole (ppCo). The same techniques as the previous paper were used to characterise bacterial interactions with the fibres [66] . The plasma coating did not induce a significant change in fibre morphology. The surface chemistry was found to have a significant effect on bacterial adhesion and proliferation. A ppAAm coating (hydrophilic and rich in amine positively charged groups) resulted in the highest attraction of viable E. coli cells forming colonies and clusters across the interstices of the mesh. There was a significantly lower number of E. coli cells found on fibres with a hydrophilic, negatively charged ppAAc coating. The cells spread throughout the fibrous network. Fibres with a hydrophobic ppOct coating were found to have a higher proportion of live cells when compared to untreated PS fibres forming clusters at fibre crossovers. The ppCo coating had no inhibitory effect although a high proportion of dead isolated bacterial cells were found to have adhered to the fibres. Cells were wrapped around fibres with no clusters at fibre crossovers or across the interstices of the mesh. The results demonstrate the effect of surface chemistry on the interaction between bacteria and nanofibres offering a further parameter to be altered during electrospinning fibre fabrication to meet a specific anti-microbial attachment application.
Conclusion
In conclusion there has been extensive research studying the interaction between micro-organisms and nano and micro textured surfaces. However, there is very little research focussing on the interaction and adhesion of micro-organisms to micro-and nanofibres. An initial study on microbial colonisation of fibres used a fibre extrusion fabrication technique and therefore obtained extremely aligned fibres with defined diameter and gap distance, this is not always obtainable and usually undesirable in electrospun non-wovens.
To move the technology forward in areas such as tissue engineering and wound healing the interaction between micro-organisms and materials fabricated using electrospinning have been briefly considered in studies by Abriago studying the effect of fibre diameter and the surface chemistry of polystyrene nanofibres. To further increase the understanding of bacterial interaction with nanofibres the studies need to be extended for different materials with different stiffness' and mechanical properties. Different inoculation techniques can be used such as a static, parallel plate flow chamber and rotating disk. By applying shear stress the understanding can be extended to biofilm formation. To visualise the interactions SEM and confocal microscopy can be used to assess orientation and coverage of adhering cells. To further assess the adhesion properties of the nanofibres single cell AFM can be used with force curve measurements to measure the adhesion force. These findings can be compared with the interactions of bacteria with planar surfaces and other nanostructured surfaces. This research will be able to guide the design of electrospun non-wovens and improve their microbial control in a broad range of applications. Tissue engineering scaffolds can be optimised to reduce microbial colonisation with the tantalising possibility of promoting mammalian cell adhesion while minimising the risk of infection by inhibiting bacterial cell adhesion through fine tuning of the nanofibrous material structure. Similar characteristics are also desirable in wound dressings. A more rigorous understanding of the influence of nanofibre structure on microbial adhesion will also help with the development of systems susceptible to biofilm formation such as filtration systems, where by reducing the adherent cells or controlling colony morphology and mechanical properties formation of biofilm can be inhibited or slowed.
